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ON THE ERGODIC THEORY OF CONTRACTIONS
Robert E. ATALLA
SUMMARY
We give a formulation of the ergodic theory of
Bon.och space contractions which has as a special
cos~ Sine's finite dimension criterion for C(X).
Focr. Grothendieck spaces, a sharper condition for
ergo.dicity of on o.perotor is given, and a known
meon divergence theorem for G-spoces of type
C(X) is shown to hold (in su itoble form) for any
q-spoce. Finally we"show that for G-spoces er-
gQdicity of T is closely related to that of the
*adjoint T .
§ 1. Criteria [orme an convergence. Throughout, B will be a Banach space, Y
a linear operator on B with II T II ~ 1, B* the dual space of B, and y* the ad-
joint of Y. Some special notations arc: An(Y) = (l/n)(Y + ... «i": F(Y) ={x EB:
T'x = x}, and F(Y'-) = {mEB*: Y*m=m}. This paper" is concerned with condi-
tions under which T i~ strongly ergodic, i.e., there exists a projection PSlIch
that II An (Y) x - Px I' I ~ 0 for all x EB. Our form ula ti on of ergodic theory is
based on the known" results quoted in 1.1.
1.1. LEMMA. (a) [SI] Y is strongly ergodic iff pry) separates points \ of
F(Y·), i,e .• if m and n are distinct elements of F(T*). then mi x) i nl x} for so-
me x E F(Y) .
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(b) [L1] For any contraction T all B, there exists a projection Q. on B*
and a net '{l4.n(a/T*): a E A } such that An (alP t m (x) ~Q. mi x ) for all m EB·
and x EB. Range Q. = F(T·), and T· Q. = Q. T· = Q•. Moreover. the compact-
ness argument of the proof yields the following: if {An(a/T) : a E A} is any
net withn(a) _CD, then there exists a subne t {An(b;fT·): bE B} converging to
a projection Q* as above.
1.2. Remark. If Q* is as above, then range Q. = F(T·), and it is easy to
see that ker Q. is a 119rmclosed subspace of B' containing 0- 1'). (B*). More
generally, we have _
. - * '.'." • _* * .-r..Li(') norm-closure (I-T) (B )Cke,-Q Cweak-' closure (I-T) (B )=F(~)
Note thaI if T is strongly ergodic, then Q' is givcn un iquely as P *, where P is
a projection onB, and ker Q* = F(T).J. , by weak - * continuity of Q*.
1.3. PROPOSITION. (a) F(Tt is a homomorphic image of F(Y*), (b) the 1;0-
m om orpbis m is an is om orph is m iff T is strongly ergodic.
Proof. (a) Since F(1')* is isomorphic to B*/F(1').1 [R1, page 91], we can
deal with the quotient space. Let 77:B· ~B'/F(T).J. be the natural map. Weshall
show that the restriction tt IF(T') is onto, t.c.; for each mEB' there exists
n E F(T') with m-m E F(T)..!. . In fact, let n =Q*11I. Then if x EF(1') .
(m-n)(x) = mix) - lim An(a;fp )m(x) =1Il(x)-lim7ll(An(a/T) (x)= mi x} - mix) = O.
(b) By 1.1 (a), T fails to be strongly ergodic iff there exist m and n
- .J.F(T') with m-m E F(T) r or Tr(m) = 77(n).
in
- .
1.4. COROLLARY. If dim F(T') < CD then dim F(T) ~ dim F(T'), and equa-
lity holds if! l' is strongly ergodic.
(For the case B=C(X), this result is due to Sine, ,{'S2] and lS3] . He also
relates ergodicity 10 the number of extreme points in the unit hall of F(T·).)
§ 2. Grothendieck spaces. In [Li], Lin proves thatI]' n-11! t" II ~O,then
II An(T)-P II ~o, for some projection P iff (I-T )03) is closed in B. By Ba-
nach's theorem [R l ' page 96] s th is last condition is equivalent to either of
the assertions I (I - 1';" (B') is norm-closed, or is wcak-*closed. In view of 1.2,
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we may expect an analogous result forslrongergodicily. if only we can locate.. . , .
ker Q with more'precision. This lurns out to be possible i,f'B is a Gtqthendiecl<
space. (B is, aG-space if we ak -* sequential convergence ill. B- is equtvalent
lo weak sequential convergence, A rcflexive space is a G-space, and C(X) isa
G-space whenever X is a compact F...;space [see, Theorem 2.5] .)
, 2.1. LEMMA. If B is a G-spac:e. 'then norm-closure (1- T/ (B-) =- n{ ker Q-:. } .Q E S • where, S is the 'set of projections on B given as in 1.1 (b) .
Proof. Suppose mE B· and -m I norm-closure (I-T)·(B·) . By Hahn- Ba-
nach there exislsF E B·· such that Ftm) = 1 and F(n -T· n) =- 0 for all n EB~
or F(n) = F(T· n } for~U nEB·. Thls impl ies that it is not true tha; An(T·) m
- 0 weakly, becauseF(An(T·)m) =- Fim} = 1. Since B is a G-space, it is
nol true that ,AiT·) m - 0 weak -* , and hence there exist x E B. E > O. and
n(l) < n(2) < •.. such that I An (k/,r·) mtx) I > E. By 1.1 (b) there cxl srs
a s ubnet {A,l(a/T·): a EA } of the sequence {An(k/T·)} converging in
the specified sense to some Q. ES. Clearly I Q. mt x} I ~'E. so m Iker Q•.
2.2. THEOREM. If B is a G~space.then T is strongly ergodic iff norm>-
• • • •closure (I-T) (B') = uieali-" closure (I-T) (B ).
:".Proof. If T is strongly ergodic, then (as noted in 1.2) Q is given uniquely,
and ker Q. =- weak-* closure. By 2.1 it f~lIows that norm-closure = weak-* clo-
sure. Conversely, if norm-closure = weak-* closure, then any Q. E S must sat is-
• J. ' •• J..'
fy ker Q = F(T) , • and range Q =- F(T ) .. whence F(T) n F(Y ) = (O).But
•• ' '.1 J, ".
this set is the kernel of the map TT: F (T ) - B / F(T) • so lhal 1.3 (blimphes
that T is strongly ergodic.
2.3. Examples. These results can fail for non-G spaces. Before giving exam-
ples, we need a Lem~a, ,the proof of which was kindly supplied by Michael ~in.
LEMMA. Let X be compact. S:X -X .albomeomOTph'ism sucb tbat for some
x EX. tbe orbit :{Snx} is !n/inite. and T the Markov operator T f(x) = f(Sx)
(f E qX». Tben there exist x and y in X such that
~ ..l. \ • •o~_ by E F(T) norm- closure (I-T) (C(X) ) .
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Proof. If {/'- x} b inf'in ire, thea by c nmpactne ss th ere exists V E closure'
{Sn x} such that {C;n x ] n (Sn 'V} = ejJ . Since each element of F(T) is Constant
on closure (S n x} , we ha~e Sx - 0y EF(T).l . Now for each n, choose In"" C(X)
such thatilin II:£. 1, In (stx) = 1 (i = 1,.... n), and In(Siy) =-1 (i=l, ... .n),
Then An(To) (Ox-Oy) In = 2, so II An(To)( 0x-Oy) II j. o. It follows that Sx-
8y inonn-closure 0- T/ (C (X)") .
Now for our first example (from [S3] ),.Iet X= [0,1]. Sx=x2, and TI(x)=
n n
= [t S»}, T is not strongly ergodic, since T [t x) ~ 1(0) if xi 1, and T 1(1l~
1(1). However the sequence { T On} is convergent in the sense of 1.1 (b), since
TOTlm <m [0,1) So + m {l} 01 for each m EC(X)" Thus QO is unique, and m E
ker QO iff m [0,1) = m{l} = O. Clearly, 0o-Ol'EF(T/\ ker QO. If O<x<y < 1
and {Sn x} is disjoint from {Sn y }, then the Lemma implies 0x- 0y E ker QO \
norm-c losure (J-T)*(C(X/), Thus 2.1 fails.
For a second example, let X be the unit circle, S:X ~X the map S-z = az ,
where a is not a root of unity, and Tf(z) = I(Sz). In this case, T is strongly er -
godic, with An(T) I(x) ~J I dm , where m is normal ized Lebesgue measure, and
hence ker QO= F(T).l. Since F(T) = constant functions, F(T).J.= {nEC(X)" :
n(X) = O} , and by the Lemma there exist x and y such that 0x-Oy E F(T)J. \
norm-closure. Thus, 2.1 and 2.2 both fail.
2.4. Remark. If Sand T are as in the Lemma, and. C(X) is a G-space,then
it follows e as ily form 2,2 and the Lemma that T is not strongly ergod ic, an ess-
entially known result [Sen.]. However, we can prove a stronger result.
2.5. DEFINITION. If B is a Banach space, a sequence {p.} C BO is said
R n
to have disjoint supports if II 2::tn ~ II = 2:1 Itn I ·11 ~ II for any finite
set of scalars {t l ' ... , t R } .
2.6. THEOREM. Suppose T is a contraction on a G-space B such that lor
some p« BO, {TOnp} have disjoint supports. and inl II TOnp 11 > O. Then
T is not strongly ergodic.
This Theorem follows from the following Lemma. For point functionals in a




nerally for compact spaces such that C(X) is a G-space in [SemJ. (I :~SICr1tiS
last reference to -W~Q.Stangl, who proved in his 1974 Lehigh thesis the more ge-
neral result that such a compact space contains no 'heavy points' in the sense of
A. K. Snyder.)
2.7. LEMMA. Let BaG-space. {p} C B· with disjoint supports. II p II
. n n
::.. M , and in! II pi-I> O. Yhen tbere exists xfB such that the 'sequence
n
{p (x) } . is not Cesaro summab le,n _
Proof. LeI {c~} be a bounded real sequence which is not Cesaro summable.
ItIol lows from page 86 of [D-S] that there exists FEB·· such that F(P) =c
. n n
for all n , Let mn= (l/n) (~ + ..• + ~). Then {F(mn)} is a divergent sequen-
ce, so that {mn} l,s not a weakly convergent sequence in B·. Since B is a G--
space, the sequence is not weak-* conve.rgent, so there exists x EB such that.
{mn(x) } diverges, t.e., {Pn(x)} is not Cesaro summable, (We note that in the-
se results Cesaro summabilily may be replaced by any regular matrix method.). . .
3. Ergodicity of T . If Y is strongly ergodiC, then Y is weak-" ergodic,
but maynot be strongly ergodic. (For example, let B = C [O,l/2J and Tft») =
f(x2).) In G-spaccs we can again do better.
3.1. THEOREM. Let T be a contraction on the G-space B. Then (a) implies
(b) implies (c), where
(a) T is strongly ergodic,
. . .
(b) Y is uieak-" ergodic,
(c) T·;s strongly ergodic.
Proof. That (a) implies (b) is obvious. Assume (b) holds, t.e., there exists
a projection P on B· such that for each p E B·. An(T·) p - P P weak-*. To pro-
. •. . ••• J.
ve T is strongly ergodiC, it is enough to show that if GE F(Y ) n F(T )
. ..
then G=O. (Cf.l.3 and the proof of 2.2.) If G i 0, then there exists p EB
with G(p):F O~ Then An(Y") p- PP weak-* ,where Pp E F(T·). Since B is
a G-space, convergence is w~ak as well, so 0 i G( p) = AnrT"· )G (p) =
G(An ('[1") a)....!i(Pp)#(J, since G ~ F(Y").1. and P p E F(T"). Thus we have a
contradiction. "
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3.2. COROLLARY. Let T be a contradiction on a Banach space B, and ass-
ume that e' is a G-space. Then (c) implies (a).
"Proof. If T is strongly ergodic, then 3.1
godic, Since B is a norm-dosed subspace of
ergodic.
"" 'implies that T is strongly er-
B"", it follows that T is strongly
3.3. Example. To show that the hypothesis in 3.2 is really needed, we give
" .
an example where T is strongly ergodic while. T is not. Define T on Co ( =
nul leequenc ea) by (Tx)1 = xl and (Tx)n=xn_l for n > 1. 'For each x e Co r. k
the sequence {(T xt , : k :::..1 } converges to (x l' "L: x l' ... ), which is not in




The iterates S y converge pointwise and in e -norm to (LiYi' 0,0, ... ). (Note
that the projection so defined is norm but not weak-* continuous on e1.)
It is apparently not known whether there exist non-reflexive spaces such that
both Band B" areG-spaces [D, page lOSJ , so it is not clear whether 3.1 and
3.2 have non-trivial joint applications.
4. Final Remark. Corollary L4 has been proved independently by Michael Lin,
for a semigroup of contractions. His proof embeds the 7T-invariant vectors in the
dual of the7T*-invariant vectors. I am grateful to Lin. as well as to Robert Sine,
for correspondence on this and other matters.
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